
Well Done!

Well done! You have completed the Welsh Mountain Zoo Quiz

The best...?
Now is your chance to vote for the best of the best from
your day at the zoo. Is your choice the same as your
friends? Why do you think that was the best?

The best pattern was on the __________________________

The best smell I remember was ________________________

The best noise I heard was ___________________________

The best coloured animal was the ______________________

The best animal was ______________________________

The best part of the day was _________________________

Thank-you for visiting Welsh Mountain Zoo!

Welsh Mountain Zoo Quiz

Hello! And welcome to the Welsh Mountain
Zoo. There are lots of things to see and do
here, and the animals are all looking
forward to meeting you.

As you’re walking around the Zoo today, try
and find out the answers to the questions
in this Quiz. When you’re finished, you can
take this booklet back to school with you
and show everyone what you’ve learnt.

We hope you have a lovely day, and come
back again soon!
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Chimps

How many Chimps do we have at the zoo?

What do Chimps eat?

How many of our Chimps can you name?

True or False?
Chimps have tails True/False

Chimps are monkeys True/False

Chimps are intelligent True/False

Chimps are apes True/False

Chimp Encounter

Listen out for the announcements to join us down at the Chimp
Auditorium and find out about chimps out in the wild and a
little bit about our resident chimps here at the zoo.

Camels

How many Camels do we have at the zoo?

Pick some of the words below to describe the Camels.

True or False?
Camels store water in their humps True/False

Camels can run very fast True/False

Camels spit to say hello True/False

Camels can live in the cold True/False

Did you know?

Every winter, herdsmen in Mongolia come together for a big
Festival to celebrate the Camels, which can include Camel
Racing and Beauty Pageants, as well as traditional food, music
and dance.

Big Quiet Fast Smelly

SmallNoisySlow Furry
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Children‛s Farm

What animals are at our Children‛s Farm?

Look at our Rabbits and choose some words below to
describe a Rabbit.

True or False?

Guinea-pigs are a type of pig True/False

Baby Rabbits are called Kittens True/False

Only male Chickens go Cock-a-doodle-doo True/False

A Ducks quack doesn’t echo True/False

Visiting time
During the summer our children's farm is open for visitors to
come and meet some of the animals down at the farm.

Quick

Rough

Soft Big

FluffySmall

Noisy Sleepy Jumpy

Penguins

How many Penguins do we have at the zoo?

How many have bands on their left flipper? These are our girls

Howe many have bands on their right flipper? These are our boys

True or False?

Penguins can fly

Penguins are birds

Penguins lay eggs

Penguins mate for life

True/ False

True/ False

True/ False

True/ False

Penguin Parade

During the bird show, our penguins parade around the field,
showing themselves off to all the visitors. Listen out for the
announcement and come along to the bird show and meet out
feathered friends.
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Reptile House

How many different Reptiles can you find in our Reptile House?

Are all the animals in here Reptiles? What else is in here?

True or False?
Reptiles are warm blooded True/False

Alligators and Crocodiles are the same True/False

Turtles live in the sea True/False

The chameleon can change colour True/False

Did you know?

The Eastern Box Turtle has a hinge on the front and rear parts
of their plastron (base of the shell) allowing them to completely
close their shells.

Big Cats

How many Big Cats do we have at the zoo? What are they?

Which pattern belongs to which Big Cat? Draw a line to match
the word to the picture

Tiger Snow Leopard Margay

True or False?

Tigers like swimming in water True/False

Margays are solitary True/False

Snow Leopards are Endangered True/False

Did you know?

The fur on the back of a Margays neck grows forwards instead
of backwards.
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